TWO ANCIENT WISDOMS IN A SACRED LAND

Khandro Thrinlay Chodon with Shereene Currie bring alive the deep respect for land and heart that their traditions have taught them

Two women of wisdom, a Vajrayana Buddhist meditation Master and a local aboriginal elder, guide you on a very unique spiritual experience!

Khandro Rinpoche has for the past three years led pilgrims, to this sacred island and Shereene Currie, a Butchulla Elder, has again agreed to accompany Rinpoche and her group on this profound journey.

A unique inner and outer journey!

This unique pilgrimage brings together rich spiritual heritage, pristine natural beauty and the wisdom of two ancient traditions authentically held by their elder guides. Join this inner journey to the heart of yourself and sacred K’gari!

K’gari Island, the largest sand island in the world, stretches over 120km.

This unique island is steeped in natural beauty, with some of the most pristine beaches and naturally occurring fresh water pools you will ever know. K’gari, translates as ‘Paradise’ and the island has been a place of Aboriginal settlement for over 5000 years. There are many sacred sites and the feminine abounds.
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Places limited so enquire and book now!

kdsanctuary@khachodling.org
Khachodling Dakini Sanctuary:
+61-7-43254438
Long uninterrupted sweeps of ocean beach, more than 40 km of strikingly coloured sand cliffs, as well as spectacular dune blowouts, tall rainforests on sand, dune lakes and a mosaic of landscapes.